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We will give you more information when
we know more. If you are planning on

being there, make plans to stop and see
us!!

January 18-22, 2023

ITS OFFICIAL.....
WE WILL BE AT TAMPA 2023 

RV SUPERSHOW

2ND QUARTER 2022
CHARITY:WATER 

WATER WELL
With all the fuel purchased in the 2nd quarter of 2022, Open Roads was able to help the
program Clear Cambodia and purchase a well to help them have access to clean water.

 
Nearly 80% of Cambodia's population lives in rural areas. Here, 27% of the population

lacks basic access to water and 52% lacks basic access to sanitation facilities. Many
people use open surface ponds and rivers that are polluted by human wastes and

microbial contaminations as their water source.  Wells that do exist are often in poor
conditions. 

Clear Cambodia was founded in 1999 with the goal of providing families in rual
communities access to safe water, sanitation facilities, and hygiene education. They

operate the largest BioSand Filter program in the world and implement roughly 22,000
BSFs per year. these slow-sand filters use a biological film, coarse sand, fine sand, and

gravel to remove 99% of bacteria from water.  



August:
RV Freighliner Custom Chassis

FROG Rally
 
 

 INFLUENCER CORNER
EACH MONTH WE WILL FEATURE A SOCIAL
MEDIA INFLUENCER IN THE RV COMMUNITY
THAT ONLY NOT USES OUR PROGRAM BUT IS
A BIG CONTRIBUTOR TO ANYTHING AND
EVERYTHING RV RELATED.

BE SURE TO GO AND FOLLOW THEIR PAGE!

If you have anything you would like to see in our newsletter,
please send an email to Tara at trape@tsdinc.com with your suggestion! Be sure to check out

our website, www.myopenroads.com, for all things Open Roads and if you need to send
somebody the link for the application to join.

Meet Chad and Tara from Changing Lanes!

September:
Dynamax

RVing Women
Grand Design 

Discovery Owners National
HRRVC Eastern

 

If you are looking for a rally to attend,
here is a list of some that we have 

been made aware of.

We have been living and traveling in our Grand Design Momentum Toy Hauler since December of
2017! Our Fifth Wheel RV is 44 feet long, making our whole rig over 60 feet long and 13.5 feet high!
This is not much smaller than a standard semi tractor trailer! With our size, we knew we’d want to use
the big truck lanes at truck stops, but we were intimidated by the process and had no idea how it
worked. In our first attempt, we tried our Mastercard and, of course, it didn’t work. To use it, we had
to go inside every time and wait in line to fuel. That was doable, but meant we’d be taking up a fuel
lane longer. Additionally, we were stuck paying the higher diesel prices at the truck lanes. 

We discovered the TSD Open Roads Fuel program in 2019 and started using it exclusively at every
type of truck stop. For us, the first benefit is convenience. We pull in, fill up at the super fast pumps,
and get out. No need to take up everyone’s time going into the store (usually in the rain) to wait in
line for a cashier. And, of course, the discounts are great and really needed these days with diesel
prices. Even though the Open Roads app is great at finding the best fuel discount in the area, we
usually pick the most convenient truck stop via our GPS which means we haven’t taken advantage of
the discounts as much as we could or should. But, even with our convenience-first approach, we’ve
saved over $850 to date! That’s a lot of dough!

The TSD Open Roads RV Fuel program card is a no-brainer and should be in every RVer’s wallet!


